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This comprehensive and wonderfully-detailed encyclopedia explores the characters, creatures,
locations, vehicles, technology, and more found throughout the entire Star Wars™
galaxy.Ultimate Star Wars is an in-depth visual guide that details storylines and players from the
complete Star Wars galaxy, including Star Wars: The Clone Wars™ and Star Wars
Rebels™.Paste Magazine says, "You'll want to own this masterpiece." It's packed full of
information about key characters from Luke Skywalker to Darth Maul, popular vehicles such as
the Millennium Falcon, and all the important events that make up the Star Wars
universe.Ultimate Star Wars is the ideal go-to resource for fans who wish to brush up on their
Star Wars knowledge, and for a new generation of children eager to start their journey into a
galaxy far, far away....© & TM 2016 LUCASFILM LTD. Used Under Authorization.

"Chock full of pictures and trivia, this visual encyclopedia will delight Star Wars fans of all
generations. If you love Star Wars, you'll want to own this masterpiece." — Paste
Magazine"Thanks to Ultimate Star Wars, DK's masterpiece of a visual encyclopedia, readers
can now access the most comprehensive guide to the "galaxy far, far away" in Star Wars
history." — Paste Magazine"It is, as advertised, the Ultimate Star Wars resource." —
ComicBook.com"To call a book ULTIMATE Star Wars is a pretty bold move. I'm happy to say it
deserves its title!" — Star Wars Kids Cast"It's my new go-to book for Star Wars info." — Movie
Art Book"This gorgeous, 320 page book is the most current, up to date resource for all things
canonical in the Star Wars saga, and is a must have for any Star Wars fan." — Coffee with
Kenobi"DK's Ultimate Star Wars is the first official reference book to reflect the updated canon,
providing fans with everything they need to know about the Star Wars galaxy prior to the release
of the new films." — Star Wars Insider"An exhaustive 320-page illustrated guide to the
characters, storylines, settings, events and seemingly every other canonical element of the
universe the Skywalkers, Han Solo and all the rest call home." — Asbury Park Press"A classic
guidebook to all things in the galaxy far, far away." — Daily News, Bowling Green"[H]undreds of
spectacular illustrations, presented on varied, beautifully designed pages…Brilliant." — Sullivan
County Democrat"Ultimate Star Wars is easily the most comprehensive book to cover the sis
movies and two television series." — JustJon.net"This book is a (beyond) comprehensive
encyclopedia of the entire Star Wars galaxy that details characters, technology, creatures and
more." — Windy City Times"It was a monumental undertaking, and the book reflects a deep love
for the subject…a downright beautiful book…Every spread—every page—is filled with full-color
photos that make casually flipping through the book an absolute pleasure." — GeekDad
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Ultimate Star Wars is a great book that will appeal of fans of all ages and interest levels. One
of the authors, Ryder Windham, has worked on many great Star Wars books previously and
does a great job compiling detailed information about the movies and their components. In his
introduction, he begins with an interesting point: think of Ewoks, or Lobot, or the Slave I. These
are never mentioned by name in the films, yet most casual fans are aware of them and know
their names. That means they somehow absorbed that information from another source -
perhaps the internet, a video game, a novel, an animated series, or maybe even an
encyclopedia like this.The book is organized by topics - the first half of the book is Characters
and Creatures, and then the second half of the book covers things like Locations, Technology,
and Vehicles. Appearing at various points throughout the encyclopedia are "Key Events" (the
Duel on Mustafar, Training on Dagobah, etc.)The book is full of detail... each major character
gets a biography, important events which they were involved, and sometimes other tidbits of info
such as their wardrobe, their weapons, etc. Important characters like Princess Leia and Obi-
Wan Kenobi get a full 2-page spread, while smaller characters like Poggle the Lesser or Jek
Porkins only get a fraction of a page. But its the inclusion of these small characters and
creatures (who may only be on screen for a few seconds) that make the encyclopedia useful and
comprehensive.Each section also includes a "timeline" and a "behind the scenes". So for
example, the section on vehicles will have a Vehicle Timeline that covers the major events in the
saga involving ships and transports - the Boonta Eve podrace, the Battle of Yavin (which
destroyed the Death Star), etc. Then there will be a behind the scenes page that shows an AT-
AT miniature, an early TIE fighter and X-Wing concept sketch, etc.For those wondering what
canon is used for the encyclopedia, it seems to be the six Star Wars films as well as the Clone
Wars and Rebels TV series. In looking through the book, I could not find any included subjects



that were strictly EU and did not appear in the films/animated series.I should also mention that
the book includes a nice foreword by Anthony Daniels, who briefly discusses the complexity of
the saga and admits that despite his involvement in the saga over 30 years even he doesn't
know all the facts.Overall, this is a highly-recommended product. The casual Star Wars fan will
likely learn a lot; and even the most die-hard fans should learn something obscure that they did
not know before.For a high-res image gallery, visit my blog: movieartbook.com/2015/04/ultimate-
star-wars-book-review.htmlYou can also see my HD unboxing/flip-through here: youtube.com/
watch?v=VcjBp5Nip3oThanks for reading, I hope this review was helpful!”

Daniel A. Estep, “Informative guide to the new canon in Star Wars. Ultimate Star Wars is an
encyclopedia packed full of Star Wars information from all of the known canon material so far.
This includes all six films and The Clone Wars and Rebels television shows. None of the
Legends material is covered since the goal of this book is to get the reader up to speed on all
the relevent, canonical material before the onslaught of new stories is about to hit.The book is
divided into sections covering, Characters and Creatures, Planets/Locations, Technology, and
Vehicles all presented in chronological order. Interwoven throughout the sections are also iconic
events such as the Duel on Mustafar, Training on Dagobah, etc. Since the book casts its net so
wide, it is able to cover pretty much everything in the saga, although the level of information
provided may not be as detailed as in past ultimate guides. They do however bring everything
together into one volume so the trade-off is worth more often than not.The pictures are nice and
crisp, providing great detail for some of the most obscure characters, but I sometimes wondered
why some of the key characters had the pictures chosen that they had. In the end though, there
are enough pictures of the important characters in the key events that it makes little
difference.My favorite parts of the book actually had to do with the technology section because
there are lots of detailed, close-up images of blasters lightsabers and droids that provide great
detail to the design and construction. The vehicles section is similar in the level of detail with the
pictures.This book is a very nice companion guide for any fan of the Star Wars saga. There are
enough pieces of new information that even the most die-hard fan will find something new to
discover. It is also a great reference book for those wanting to know definitively what is part of
the new Star Wars canon.”

jo chipperfield, “It's star wars what's not to like about it. Described as used very good. Good
value for money. Some people are charging silly money on Amazon for this book. Very
informative and interesting.”

Stefan, “Ultimate Encyclopedia. Beautifully presented, and up-to-date as of early-2015. I doubt
there will be another Encyclopedia as good as this one for a while to come, so I wouldn't miss
out on this if you're the kind of person who enjoys pouring over nerdy lore and facts for hours.”



Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. enjoyable read”

Mark, “Excellent book poor delivery. Book was amazing.... Shame it arrived damaged??”

SmArtie, “Kompaktes Wissen. Schnell geliefert,Zustand:gut, weist auf den Seiten keinerlei
Flecken,Knicke oder Risse auf.Das Cover hatte leichte Flecken,welche ich schnell mit
Glasreiniger beseitigen konnte.Ich entschied mich für ein gebrauchtes Buch, da es ohnehin
durch häufiges Nachschlagen oder Bilder anschauen, gebraucht aussehen wird , und aufgrund
des Preises.Das neue Buch wurde mir angezeigt in englischer Sprache; daher ging ich davon
aus, dass die „gebrauchte“Version ebenso in Englisch ist. Diese ist allerdings auf Deutsch. Das
vereinfacht natürlich das Lesen für Deutschsprachige, allerdings weichen etliche
Bezeichnungen für manche Charaktere , Waffen und Flugzeuge/Raumschiffe ab.Ich bevorzuge
die Original-Version; achte beim nächsten Kauf besser darauf.Insgesamt ein tolles Buch mit
vielen Beschreibungen, Erklärungen, sehr vielen Fotos und Info.”

The book by Adam Bray has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 757 people have provided feedback.
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